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Development
- CCP
- JCP
- ACP
- Officials
- Organisers
- New NFs

Innovations
- Virtual sports
- eSports
- New events
- New projects
- New devices
- New uniform

Operations
- Staff
- Consultants
- Agencies
- Providers
- Partners
- NFs

Communications
- Committees
- Commissions
- Task force
- Working groups
- Organisations
- Confederations
- TV
- Media
- OTT
- Website
- Social media
- Promotions
- Branding
- Creations
- Events
- New audiences

Events
- Olympic Games
- World Cups
- World Cup Finals
- World Championships
- Congress/Forum
- Continental Championships
- NF Opens

Evolution
- Commercial
- VALUE!

Service

Innovations
- New format (MP)
- Discipline study
- Sustainability
- New homologations
- Pentasuit

3E STRATEGY
- Education
- Equality
- Equipment
- Empowerment
- Expansion
A remarkable and unique Olympic Cycle... (2017-2021)

“Everything I have covered in this foreword was built on crucial and irreplaceable teamwork with the many volunteers and professional colleagues whose expertise underpins our movement.”

During this cycle we achieved a long list of firsts. We created the Pentathlon Stadium concept, launched in Mexico City (MEX) for the UIPM 2018 Pentathlon World Championships and introduced to the Olympic Games in Tokyo (JPN) in 2021.

We collaborated with FISU on the 1st World University Championships for Modern Pentathlon in 2018, while UIPM Sports also joined the programme of the World Urban Games, Central Caribbean Games and South East Asian Games in 2019, and as well as the Junior Pan American Games in 2021. In 2023 Modern Pentathlon will feature in the European Games for the first time.

Internally we launched the Global Laser Run City Tour (GLRCT) in 2017 and the Biathle-Triathle National Tour (BTNT) a year later, with the first combined UIPM Pentathlon & Laser Run World Championships following in 2019 (and repeated in 2021).
Now an annual staple, Pierre de Coubertin Pentathlon Day was introduced in Mexico with a successful #High5 promotional campaign and National Federation (NF) participation toolkit. Similar resources were provided to NFs to support their development and event applications.

UIPM held and streamed its first Gala Awards in Cyprus during the 2018 Congress, which was repeated in 2019 featuring the first UIPM Awards public voting platform. There was another mark of prestige with the launch of an official UIPM postage stamp in cooperation with the Monaco Government.

In an increasingly online world, we launched the UIPM Central app in 2018 and updated it in 2019 and 2020, providing live results of all UIPM events — and the UIPM Shop was launched in 2017 on the web with athlete ambassadors signing up in 2019. Information has also been provided via UIPM microsites for confederations, elections and anti-doping that went live in 2019 and 2020.

Educational support for our coaches, judges launched in 2019 and athletes will be enhanced soon with a full online platform packed with e-learning courses. Since 2019 we have offered scholarships for athletes’ advanced education in partnership with various universities.

On the promotional side, we launched two shows — UIPM Live Talks and Pentathlon 360 — which were popular especially in the Olympic year of 2021. At the height of the pandemic, our global community gathered online for the innovative Laser Home Run and Laser All Stars virtual competitions. The UIPMTV online platform enjoyed more than 100% growth in numbers and subscriptions in 2021.

Speaking of results, I am so proud of some of the achievements of this cycle that we can chart in numbers. We enjoyed a high score and category improvement in the ASOIF governance evaluation for International Federations in 2 continuous years (2019 to 2021) and welcomed 20 new National Federations.

We reached 240 cities through the UIPM Global Laser Run City Tour — a true gem of global urban sports development.

The new Modern Pentathlon competition format — approved by the IOC Executive Board for Paris 2024 — was rigorously tested four times in spite of the obstacles presented by the pandemic, which also created a complex challenge for Tokyo 2020 qualification. All competitions on the road to Tokyo were successfully arranged, along with three 3 Youth Olympic Games New Tetrathlon format tests for Dakar 2026.

From the new UIPM Headquarters, opened by HSH Prince Albert II of Monaco in 2020, the UIPM team worked internationally with partners to achieve a truly global TV reach for Modern Pentathlon, with a big increase in broadcasted hours for our major competitions and improved graphics.

Online we enjoyed a 43% increase in website traffic, a 38% increase in newsletter open rates and exciting growth in the highly competitive social media marketplace — 35% audience growth on Facebook and 238% on Instagram across the cycle, and 12% on Twitter in 2021 alone. Our Weibo audience grew by more than 1000% from 2017 to 2021.

Storytelling is now embedded in our communications approach and I loved the incredible promotional campaigns we created for Tokyo 2020 with athletes at the centre.